Running Change Notice E-119 Tri+ Disc

Forks

Affected parts:
- FK.119+D.L.345A
- FK.119+D.L.345B
- FK.119+D.M.345A
- FK.119+D.M.345B
- FK.119+D.S.345A
- FK.119+D.S.345B
- FK.119+D.XL.345A
- FK.119+D.XL.345B
- FK.119+D.XS.345A
- FK.119+D.XS.345B

Start of production:
All frame sets shipped from the factory after December 1st, 2021.

Description:
The fork stem was modified to change the assembly method of the stem cap. Previously, rubber plugs protruding from the stem cap sat within recesses on the fork that held the stem cap in position. For the new configuration, threaded holes were added to the fork that allow for the stem cap to be assembled with M3*6mm flat head screws.
Running Change Notice E-119 Tri+ Disc

Stem Cap

Affected parts:
- 81560 - E-119T+ Disc Tall Stem Cap
- 81561 - E-119T+ Disc Stem Cap Rubber Plug

Start of production:
All framesets shipped from the factory after December 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2021.

Description:
The stem cap PN81560 was modified to include two M3*6mm flat head screws. Also, the rubber plugs (PN81561) were removed from the stem cap kit and will only be available as a separate part (pair).

Figures below show the previous and new configurations of PN81560.

Refer to Section 14.7 of the Assembly Guide for the installation of the stem cap on the bike, available here:  

For any additional questions or comments, please contact your Argon 18 Customer Success Manager.